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Figure 1: Four different stages of the film process. Left to right: Filmed footage over green screen. Reference composited frame with digital
background resembling Van Gogh’s painting. Image projected on the canvas as guideline. Photograph of the final oil-painted frame.
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view to plan the camera position and paths. Most shots were filmed
over a blue/green screen, sometimes using a motion control system. Denoising and color correction was applied. Denoising was
particularly important, since producing guidelines for painters required strong sharpening. Footage and scenography were composited (Figure 1(b)), sometimes including digital 3D reinterpretations
of Van Gogh paintings, which serve as base for creating the painting guidelines in Figure 1(c). This process is our main contribution
in this production. Guidelines are projected on the canvas inside the
custom made painting work stations (PAWs) described in section .
The painters control the frame playback, and watch their progress,
similarly to flipping pages in traditional animation. Frames are oilpainted and a high-resolution picture (Figure 1(d)) is taken using a
DSLR camera integrated in the PAW. The painters will project the
next frame and paint over the changes, producing the animation.
Artists paint every other filmed frame, producing a raw 12 frames
per second animation. Finally, the digital frames are automatically
aligned using corner markers, interpolated to achieve 24 fps.
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In this talk we present our workflow for the first feature length oilpainted animation movie Loving Vincent. The production involved
more than 50 painters, which produced near 64.000 paintings. The
magnitude of the project required us to designed new workflows
and tools for the artists in order to ease their decision making process and reduce their fatigue. We developed a method to produce
animation guidelines from the original filmed footage, designed
special work stations, and provide the material in several useful
forms to the painters. The result of this pipeline is a unique look
for the first movie of its kind. We present the insights we learned
during this production and the tools and processes specifically developed for this film.
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Workflow

Loving Vincent will be the world’s first feature length painted animation, with every shot painted with oil paints on canvas, just as
Vincent van Gogh himself did. The team of 50 painters created an
animation spanning 88 minutes, at 12 frames per second, for a total
of near 64.000 oil paintings. Despite being an animation movie, the
process differs from traditional animation in that all footage was
previously filmed. This allowed the painters to achieve a unique
look, resembling Vincent’s paintings, but keeping the realism of
filmed action and actor’s performance, as well as other cinematographic effects such as motion blur and depth of field.
Our workflow shares many stages with modern stop-motion, animation, and films. The full process per frame starts with a 3D pre⇤ e-mail:rotadar@gmail.com
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Guiding Painters

Painters are required to re-interpret the filmed footage with a Van
Gogh stylization. This process needs from the artist to assimilate
the movement of the scene as well as a series of painting decisions,
such as where on and which direction to place the different strokes.
This can be particularly challenging in the case of painting animated people, objects, or phenomena such as smoke. Hence, it is
necessary to ease painters decision-making process, in order to alleviate their fatigue and frustration, which is particularly important
in a project of a large scale like this one. Besides, these decisions
can influence the final animated result, and they are crucial for and
correct look of the movie. Therefore, the painters were given a
modified version of the footage, where contours and edges were
highlighted along with simplified shading information, and in certain cases enhanced detail for organic changes.
During the early tests of the project we collected feedback from the
painters to understand the process they had to go through, so we
could create the best guidelines for their work. The conclusion was
that contours and high-frequency detail were of most importance.
Painters used these to make decisions about what to overpaint, as
well as to define movement. After a few iterations, the guiding
images where designed to give the artists the necessary information to track movement and highlight the changes between frames,
since when projected over the previous painting, some could pass

unnoticed. We learned that the guides where not supposed to tell
the painters what to paint but give them the information to understand the scene, so they could then transform it into a painting by
using their artistic skills. Therefore, guidelines had sometimes to
be customize to the artist’s preferences and were also dependent
of the particular shot. These insights have relevant consequences
to understand what is important and what is not when filming the
original footage and creating the digital scenographies.
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Painting Animation Work Stations

An important technical contribution of the movie were the Painting Animation Work Stations (PAWS) specially invented for this
production. PAWS were designed to provide as much comfort and
ease as possible to artists. They consist of a canvas, a projector,
a DSLR camera, a computer, and appropriate lighting conditions.
Some aspects of the design evidenced to be critical. For instance,
the resolution of the projectors to present the high-frequency detail
necessary to the painters. Lighting consistency is crucial, since the
paintings are photographed, and light licking between stations and
other light changes that might happen while painting a sequence,
note this might take a few days, affecting the appearance of the
photography of the painting. Oil paint can also originate other difficulties with consistency between frames when drying.
In this talk we show a unique project and we present insights we
learned on the process of making a full-length oil-painting feature
film.
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